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Experimental Design Worksheet
Research question:

Control Trial (what is the “normal”): 

Independent Variable (what are you testing?):

Dependent Variable (what are you measuring?):

Experiment Title: The effect of     (independent variable) on the 

        (dependent variable(s)). 

Hypothesis: If        

(what you do in the experiment), then (what you think will happen).

Constants (what will stay the same in every experiment?): 

 

Plan/Method: Step by step what did you do? What materials did you use? Ask yourself, can someone repeat your exact 
experiment with this information?

Materials: 

Experiment Setup: Remember, only test one variable at a time. Ask yourself, what variable am I testing? Have I introduced 
any other variables by accident? 

Does the use of a mask reduce droplet spread?

EXAMPLE:  
DROPLET SPRAY 

EXPERIMENT

No mask

a disposable mask 

droplet spread from a spray bottle 

a disposable mask is placed over the spray nozzle of a spray bottle 

the number of droplets that reach 

Air flow in room,  Force of spray 

A disposable mask’s impact. 

Water droplet spread onto graph paper at 8 

inches.

the graph paper will decrease. 

from bottle, Number of sprays per test, Liquid tested, distance to graph paper, 

Temperature of water, Mask style/material 

Ruler, small pole, tape, graph paper, disposable masks, cloth mask, 4oz. spray bottle, red food coloring, water.

Measure 8 inches and set a piece of tape at the start and end of the measurement, tape down a small pole along the 
path and use tape to indicate the location of the spray bottle. Place clean graph paper at one end of the pole 8 inches 
from the spray bottles location. 

Add two drops of red food coloring to the 4 oz. spray bottle and add room temperature water. Set spray bottle on 
location indicated by tape, 8 inches from the graph paper and pointing directly at the paper. 

Trails — for the control, the spay will be triggered without a mask on the spray bottle. After each spray record the 
number of grid squares impacted on the graph paper and rest with a clean sheet of paper before next trial. Conduct 
5 trials of the control. Next test the spray with a mask. Place or hold the clean disposable mask one inch in front of 
the spray nozzle. Test the droplet impact as done for the control. Record the grid squares impacted by the spray. 
Use the same disposable mask for all 5 trials.
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Results: What did you find? Talk about your quantitative and qualitative findings.

Trial # Control Mask 1: Mask 2: 

1

2

3

4

5

Results Summary: 

Discussion: 
Was your hypothesis correct? 

What do your results mean? 

What should be studied next?

72 impacted grid 
squares

10 impacted grid 
squares
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DISPOSABLE FABRIC

The average impact of the control spray was 71 impacted grid squares while only 
an average of 2.8 were impacted by the spray when a disposable mask was used 
during the trial. No squares were impacted when a cloth mask was used.

Yes, the use of a mask did reduce the droplet spread. 

A mask can greatly reduce, and potentially prevent, droplet spray at low force. 

Further investigation is needed to see 
if masks can reduce or prevent droplet 
spread at increased forces. Additional 
research should also be conducted to 
look at different types of mask material 
to see if all masks prevent or reduce 
droplet spread. Figure 1: Experiment set up August 2020


